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Abstract

   This document describes an intelligent reinforcement learning agent
   system to autonomously manage agent path-planning over a
   communication network.  The main centralized node called by the
   global environment should not only manage all agents workflow in a
   hybrid peer-to-peer networking architecture and, but transfer and
   share information in distributed nodes.  All agents in distributed
   nodes are able to be provided with a cumulative reward for each
   action that a given agent takes with respect to an optimized
   knowledge based on a to-be-learned policy over the learning process.
   The optimized knowledge would be involved with a large state
   information by the control action.  A reward from the global
   environment is reflected to the next optimized control action for
   autonomous path management in distributed networking nodes.  The
   reinforcement learning process (RLP) have developed and expanded to
   deep reinforcement learning (DRL) with a data-driven approach
   technique for learning process.  The trendy technique has been widely
   to attempt and apply to networking fields since DRL can be used in
   practice, since networking areas have the dynamics and heterogeneous
   environment disturbances, so that in the technique is able to be
   intelligently learned in the effective strategy.

Status of This Memo

   This Internet-Draft is submitted in full conformance with the
   provisions of BCP 78 and BCP 79.

   Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering
   Task Force (IETF).  Note that other groups may also distribute
   working documents as Internet-Drafts.  The list of current Internet-
   Drafts is at https://datatracker.ietf.org/drafts/current/.

   Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months
   and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any
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   time.  It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference
   material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."

   This Internet-Draft will expire on May 2, 2018.

Copyright Notice

   Copyright (c) 2017 IETF Trust and the persons identified as the
   document authors.  All rights reserved.

   This document is subject to BCP 78 and the IETF Trust's Legal
   Provisions Relating to IETF Documents
   (https://trustee.ietf.org/license-info) in effect on the date of
   publication of this document.  Please review these documents
   carefully, as they describe your rights and restrictions with respect
   to this document.  Code Components extracted from this document must
   include Simplified BSD License text as described in Section 4.e of
   the Trust Legal Provisions and are provided without warranty as
   described in the Simplified BSD License.
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1.  Introduction

   In large infrastructures such as transportation, health and energy
   systems, collaborative monitoring system is needed, where there are
   special needs for intelligent distributed networking systems with
   learning schemes.  Agent Reinforcement Learning (RL) for
   intelligently autonomous network management, in general, is one of
   the challengeable methods in a dynamic complex cluttered environment
   over a network.  It also needs the development of computational
   multi-agents learning systems in large distributed networking nodes,
   where the agents have limited and incomplete knowledge, and they only
   access local information in distributed networking nodes.

   Reinforcement Learning (RL) can become an effective technique to
   transfer and share information among agents, as it does not require a
   priori knowledge of the agent behavior or environment to accomplish
   its tasks [Megherbi].  Such a knowledge is usually acquired and
   learned automatically and autonomously by trial and error.

   Reinforcement Learning (RL) is Machine Learning techniques that will
   be adapted to the various networking environments for automatic
   networks[S.  Jiang].  Thus, this document provides motivation,
   learning technique, and use case for network machine learning.

   Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) recently proposes that the extended
   reinforcement learning (RL) algorithm could emerge as a powerful
   data-driven technique over a large state space to overcome the
   classical behavior RL process.  The DRL technique has been
   significantly shown as successful models in playing Atari games [V.
   Mnih].  The DRL provides more effective experimental system
   performance in a complex and cluttered networking environment.

   Classical reinforcement learning (RL) slightly has a limitation to be
   adopted in networking areas, since the networking environments
   consist of significantly large and complex components in fields of
   routing configuration, optimization and system management, so that
   DRL provided with much more state information for learning process is
   needed.
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2.  Conventions and Terminology

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

3.  Motivation

3.1.  General Motivation for Reinforcement Learning (RL)

   Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a system capable of autonomous
   acquirement and incorporation of knowledge.  It can continuously
   self-improve learning process with experience and attempts to
   maximize cumulative reward to manage an optimized learning knowledge
   by multi-agents-based monitoring systems[Teiralbar].  The maximized
   reward can be increasingly optimizing of learning speed for agent
   autonomous learning process.

3.2.  Reinforcement Learning (RL) in networks

   Reinforcement learning (RL) is an emerging technology in terms of
   monitoring network system to achieve fair resource allocation for
   nodes within the wire or wireless mesh setting.  Monitoring
   parameters of the network and adjusts based on the network dynamics
   can demonstrate to improve fairness in wireless environment
   Infrastructures and Resources[Nasim].

3.3.  Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) in networks

   Deep reinforcement learning is a large state data-driven approach on
   an intelligently learning strategy.  The intelligent technique
   represents learning models successfully to learn control policies
   directly from high-dimensional sensory input using reinforcement
   learning (RL) with Q-value function in a convolutional neural network
   [Mnih].  The model repeatedly estimates future reward to acquire more
   effective control action in following next steps.  The DRL can be
   widely-adopted in routing optimization to attempt minimizing the
   network delay [Stampa].

3.4.  Motivation in our work

   There are many different networking management issues such as
   connectivity, traffic management, fast internet without latency and
   etc.  We expect that ml-based mechanism such as reinforcement
   learning [RL] will provide network solutions with multiple cases
   against human operating capacities even if it is a challengeable area
   due to a multitude of reasons such as large state space search,
   complexity in giving reward, difficulty in agent action selection,
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   and difficulty in sharing and merging learned information among the
   agents in a distributed memory node to be transferred over a
   communication network.[Minsuk]

4.  Related Works

4.1.  Autonomous Driving System

   Autonomous vehicle is capable of self-automotive driving without
   human supervision depending on optimized trust region policy by
   reinforcement learning (RL) that enables learning of more complex and
   special network management environment.  Such a vehicle provides a
   comfortable user experience safely and reliably on interactive
   communication network [April], [Markus].

4.2.  Game Theory

   The adaptive multi-agent system, which is combined with complexities
   from interacting game player, has developed in a field of
   reinforcement learning (RL).  In the early game theory, the
   interdisciplinary work was only focused on competitive games, but
   Reinforcement Learning (RL) has developed into a general framework
   for analyzing strategic interaction and has been attracted field as
   diverse as psychology, economics and biology.[Ann] AlphaGo is also
   one of the game theories using reinforcement learning (RL), developed
   by Google DeepMind.  Even though it began as a small learning
   computational program with some simple actions, it has now trained on
   a policy and value networks of thirty million actions, states and
   rewards.

4.3.  Wireless Sensor Network (WSN)

   Wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of a large number of sensors
   and sink nodes for monitoring systems with event parameters such as
   temperature, humidity, air conditioning, etc.  Reinforcement learning
   (RL) in WSNs has been applied in a wide range of schemes such as
   cooperative communication, routing and rate control.  The sensors and
   sink nodes are able to observe and carry out optimal actions on their
   respective operating environment for network and application
   performance enhancements.[Kok-Lim]

4.4.  Routing Enhancement

   Reinforcement Learning (RL) is used to enhance multicast routing
   protocol in wireless ad hoc networks, where each node has different
   capability.  Routers in the multicast routing protocol are determined
   to discover optimal route with a predicted reward, and then the
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   routers create the optimal path with multicast transmissions to
   reduce the overhead in Reinforcement Learning (RL).[Kok-Lim]

4.5.  Routing Optimization

   Routing optimization as traffic engineering is one of the important
   issues to control the behavior of transmitted data in order to
   maximize the performance of network [Stampa].  There are several
   attempts to be adopted with machine learning algorithms in the
   context of routing optimization.  Deep reinforcement learning (DRL)
   is recently one of solutions for unseen network states that cannot be
   achieved by traditional table-based RL agent [Stampa].  DRL can
   provide more improvement to optimal control routing configuration by
   given-agent on complex networking.

5.  Multi-agent Reinforcement Learning (RL) Technologies

5.1.  Reinforcement Learning (RL)

   Agent reinforcement Learning (RL) is ml-based unsupervised algorithms
   based on an agent learning process.  Reinforcement Learning (RL) is
   normally used with a reward from centralized node (the global
   environment), and capable of autonomous acquirement and incorporation
   of knowledge.  It is continuously self-improving and becoming more
   efficient as the learning process from an agent experience to
   optimize management performance for autonomous learning
   process.[Sutton][Madera]

5.2.  Policy using Distance and Frequency

   Distance and Frequency algorithm uses the state occurrence frequency
   in addition to the distance to goal.  It avoids deadlocks and lets
   the agent escape the Dead, and it was derived to enhance agent
   optimal learning speed.  Distance-and-Frequency is based on more
   levels of agent visibility to enhance learning algorithm by an
   additional way that uses the state occurrence frequency.[Al-Dayaa]

5.3.  Distributed Computing Node

   Autonomous multi-agent learning process for network management
   environment is related to transfer optimized knowledge between agents
   on a given local node or distributed memory nodes over a
   communication network.
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5.4.  Agent Sharing Information

   This is a technique how agents can share information for optimal
   learning process.  The quality of agent decision making often depends
   on the willingness of agents to share a given learning information
   collected by agent learning process.  Sharing Information means that
   an agent would share and communicate the knowledge learned and
   acquired with or to other agents using reinforcement learning.

   Agents normally have limited resources and incomplete knowledge
   during learning exploration.  For that reason, the agents should take
   actions and transfer the states to the global environment under
   reinforcement learning (RL), then it would share the information with
   other agents, where all agents explore to reach their goals via a
   distributed reinforcement reward-based learning method on the
   existing local distributed memory nodes.

   MPI (Message Passing Interface) is used for communication way.  Even
   if the agents do not share the capabilities and resources to monitor
   an entire given large terrain environment, they are able to share the
   needed information to manage collaborative learning process for
   optimized management in distributed networking
   nodes.[Chowdappa][Minsuk]

5.5.  Deep Learning Technique

   Recently, some of advanced techniques using RL encounter and combine
   to deep learning in neural network that has made it possible to
   extract high-level features from raw data in compute vision
   [Krizhevsky].  There are many challenges under the deep learning
   models such as Convolution Neural Network, Recurrent Neural Network
   and etc.  The benefit of the deep learning applications is that lots
   of networking models, which have problematic issue due to complex and
   cluttered networking structure, can be used with large amounts of
   labelled training data.

   DRL can provide more extended and powerful scenarios to build
   networking models with optimized action controls, huge system states
   and real-time-based reward function.  Moreover, DRL has a significant
   advantage to set highly sequential data in a large model state space.
   In particular, the data distribution in RL is able to change as
   learning behaviors, that is a problem for deep learning approaches
   assumed by a fixed underlying distribution [Mnih].
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5.6.  Sub-goal Selection

   A new technical method for agent sub-goal selection in distributed
   nodes is introduced to reduce the agent initial random exploration
   with a given selected sub-goal.

   [TBD]

6.  Proposed Architecture for Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL)

   The architecture using Reinforcement Learning (RL) describes a
   collaborative multi-agent-based system in distributed environments as
   shown in figure 1, where the architecture is combined with a hybrid
   architecture making use of both a master and slave architecture and a
   peer-to-peer.  The centralized node(global environment), assigns each
   slave computing node a portion of the distributed terrain and an
   initial number of agents.

         +-------------+
         |             |                       +-----------------+
         |             |<...... node 1 .......>|    terrain 1    |
         |             |                       +-----------------+
         | Global env. |                           +        |
         |  (node 0)   |                           |        |
         |             |                           |        +
         |             |                       +-----------------+
         |             |<...... node 2 .......>|    terrain 2    |
         |             |                       +-----------------+
         +-------------+

        Figure 1: Hybrid P2P and Master/Slave Architecture Overview

   Reinforcement Learning (RL) actions involve interacting with a given
   environment, so the environment provides an agent learning process
   with the elements as followings:

   o  Agent control actions, large states and cumulative rewards

   o  Initial data-set in memory

   o  Random or learning process in a given node

   o  Next, optimamization in neural network under reinforcement
      learning (RL)

   Additionally, agent actions with states toward its goal as below:
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   o  Agent continuously control actions to earn next optimized state
      based on its policy with reward

   o  After an agent reaches its goal, it can repeatedly collect the
      information collected by the random or learning process to next
      learning process for optimal management

   o  Agent learning process is optimized in the following phase and
      exploratory learning trials

   As shown in Figure2, we illustrate the fundamental architecture for
   relationship of a control action, large states space and optimized
   reward.  The agent does an action that leads to a reward from
   achieving an optimal path toward its goal.  Our works will be
   extended depending on the architecture.

                                   DRL Network
                                   +----------------------------------+
                                   |Q-Value1|                         |
                                   |--------+    +-------+    +------+|
       ...........Action...........|Q-Value2|----|Network|----|States||<......
       .                           |--------+    +-------+    +------+|      .
       .                           |Q-Value3|                         |      .
       .                           +----------------------------------+      .
       .                                                                     .
+---------+----------+                                                       .
| Global Environment |                                                       .
+---------+----------+                                                       .
       .                                                                     .
       .                                                                     .
       .                +-------------------+                          
+----------+
       ................>+ Large State Space +............States.......>+ D-
Memory +
                        +-------------------+                          
+----------+

                     Figure 2: DRL work-flow Overview

7.  Use case of Multi-agent Reinforcement Learning (RL)

7.1.  Distributed Multi-agent Reinforcement Learning: Sharing
      Information Technique

   In this section, we deal with case of a collaborative distributed
   multi-agent, where each agent has same or different individual goals
   in a distributed environment.  Since sharing information scheme among

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/draft-kim-mnrg-rl-01
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   Basically, the main proposed algorithm is presented by distributed
   multi-agent reinforcement learning as below:

   +-------------------------------------------------------------------+
   | Proposed Algorithm                                                |
   +-------------------------------------------------------------------+
   | (1) Let Ni denote the number of node (i= 1, 2, 3 ...)             |
   |                                                                   |
   | (2) Let Aj denote the number of agent                             |
   |                                                                   |
   | (3) Let Dk denote the number of goals                             |
   |                                                                   |
   | (4) Place initial number of agents Aj, in random position (Xm,    |
   | Yn)                                                               |
   |                                                                   |
   | (5) Initialization of data-set memory for neural network          |
   |                                                                   |
   | (6) Copy neutal network Q and store as the data-set memory        |
   |                                                                   |
   | (7) Every Aj in Ni                                                |
   |                                                                   |
   | -----> (a) Do initial exploration (random) to corresponding Dk    |
   |                                                                   |
   | -----> (b) Do exploration (using RL) for Tx denote the number of  |
   | trial                                                             |
   +-------------------------------------------------------------------+

                        Table 1: Proposed Algorithm

   +-------------------------------------------------------------------+
   | Random Trial                                                      |
   +-------------------------------------------------------------------+
   | (1) Let Si denote the the current state                           |
   |                                                                   |
   | (2) Relinquish Si so that the other agent can occupy the position |
   |                                                                   |
   | (3) Assign the agent new position                                 |
   |                                                                   |
   | (4) Update the current state Si -> Si+1                           |
   +-------------------------------------------------------------------+

                           Table 2: Random Trial
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   +-------------------------------------------------------------------+
   | Optimal Trial                                                     |
   +-------------------------------------------------------------------+
   | (1) Let Si denote the the current state                           |
   |                                                                   |
   | (2) Let ACj denote a contorl action                               |
   |                                                                   |
   | (3) Let DRm denote discount reward                                |
   |                                                                   |
   | (4) Choose ACj <- Policy(Si, ACj) in neural network               |
   |                                                                   |
   | (5) Update and copy the network for learning process in the       |
   | global environment                                                |
   |                                                                   |
   | (6) Update the current state Si < Si+1-                           |
   |                                                                   |
   | (7) Repeat a available network control action                     |
   +-------------------------------------------------------------------+

                          Table 3: Optimal Trial

   Multi-agent reinforcement learning (RL) in distributed nodes can
   improve the overall system performance to transfer or share
   information from one node to another node in following cases;
   expanded complexity in RL technique with various experimental factors
   and conditions, analyzing multi-agent sharing information for agent
   learning process.

7.2.  Use case of Shortest Path-planning via sub-goal selection

   Sub-goal selection is a scheme of a distributed multi-agent RL
   technique based on selected intermediary agent sub-goal(s) with the
   aim of reducing the initial random trial.  The scheme is to improve
   the multi-agent system performance with asynchronously triggered
   exploratory phase(s) with selected agent sub-goal(s) for autonomous
   network management.

   [TBD]

8.  IANA Considerations

   There are no IANA considerations related to this document.

9.  Security Considerations

   [TBD]
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